
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT

URBAN PLANNING AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION

STAFF REPORT
Community Planning and Preservation Commission

Certificate of Appropriateness Request

Report to the Community Planning and Preservation Commission from the Urban Planning and Historic
Preservation Division, Planning and Development Services Department, for Public Hearing and Executive
Action Tuesday, December 8, 2020, beginning at 2:00 p.m., in Council Chambers of City Hall, 175 Fifth St.
N., St. Petersburg, Florida. Everyone is encouraged to view the meetings on TV or online at
www.stpete.org/meetings.

UPDATE: COVID-19

Procedures will be implemented to comply with the CDC guidelines during the Public Hearing, including
mandatory face coverings and social distancing, with limitations on the number of attendees within
Council Chambers. The City’s Planning and Development Services Department requests that you visit the
City website at www.stpete.org/meetings and contact the case planner for up-to-date information
pertaining to this case.

According to Planning and Development Services Department records, no member of the Community
Planning and Preservation Commission resides or has a place of business within 2,000 feet of the subject
property. All other possible conflicts should be declared upon the announcement of the item.
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AGENDA ITEM: CITY FILE NO.: 20-90200096

REQUEST: Review of a Certificate of Appropriateness for the installation of a
fence at 2905 8th Ave. N., a contributing property to the Kenwood
Section – Northwest Kenwood Local Historic District

OWNERS: Jonathan J. Gardner

PARCEL ID NO.: 14-31-16-46332-002-0140

ADDRESS: 2905 8th Ave. N.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: KENWOOD SUB BLK 2, LOT 14

ZONING: NT-2

Historic Significance
The Craftsman-influenced bungalow at 2905 8th Ave. N. (“the subject property”) was permitted for
construction in 1926 by H.C. Rutledge.

The subject property is a contributing property to both the Kenwood Section – Northwest Kenwood Local
Historic District (18-90300008) and the Kenwood National Register Historic District (Florida Master Site
File No. 8PI07552).

Although fences at residential properties which satisfy Zoning requirements do not require building
permits, such proposals require Certificates of Appropriateness and are addressed by St. Petersburg's
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.

Project Description and Review

Project Description

The application (Appendix A) proposes a six-foot tall white vinyl privacy fence as shown in Figure 1.

 The fence is proposed to be constructed of white vinyl with a glossy finish, though the applicant
has indicated that a matte "wood-grain" finish may be considered upon recommendation by the
Commission.

 Gates will be installed at the west (left) side, along the east (right) street side, and to the west of
the garage, facing the alley.

 As required by Zoning code, the fence will be set two feet from the sidewalk along the street side,
adjacent to 29th St. N.

 The fence will be affixed to the side elevations of both the primary residence and the detached
garage, to enclose the space between them;

 The side setback of the proposed fence will not align with the building's façade but begin behind
a bay window near the rear of the property, leaving approximately 75% of the residence's street
side elevation visible.
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Figure 1: Site plan of proposed fence (shown in blue) provided in application.

Fences in local historic districts are suggested to reference historic buildings in the district in their design,
materials, and construction by St. Petersburg's Design Guidelines for Historic Preservation:

In studying old postcards and photographs, it quickly becomes apparent that fencing was not prominent
in St. Petersburg, especially privacy style fencing…Because fencing was not a common practice, great
thought should be given to adding fencing. Alternatives such as landscaping may be a better solution.
Fencing and walls should match the style of the house they surround. This should include architectural
style, materials, and finish color. The scale of the fence should also relate to the house. Three-foot and
four-foot fences are more appropriate than six-foot fencing. Typically, fencing made of materials not
developed until after the period of significance of the building or district are not compatible.1

Because the Kenwood Section – Northwest Kenwood Local Historic District was designated as such in April
of 2019 and therefore not guided by the COA process prior to that designation, a number of its
contributing resources exhibit alterations that would not be recommended by the Design Guidelines for
Historic Properties or granted a COA if proposed after the designation was put into effect. This includes
several vinyl privacy fences in the vicinity of the subject property. Nonetheless, the current proposal must
be evaluated through the lens of the Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness.

1 St. Petersburg's Design Guidelines for Historic Properties, p 134.
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During the subject district's earliest development during the 1920s, it appears that fencing individual lots
was less desirable than the sense of openness that was achieved without them. This concept may contrast
with contemporary standards of privacy. However, planned streetcar suburbs of this era, such as the
Kenwood area, were envisioned as communities that would be free from the dangers of the cramped,
unhygienic, and fire-prone cities of the late-nineteenth century while offering a sense of order and easy
access to the amenities of downtown that a rural setting would lack.

Figure 2:Undated colorized photograph of residential section of downtown St. Petersburg showing tidy,
unfenced yards during historic era.

Owners' tastes in residential fences, like other landscape elements, have evolved both within the subject
district's period of significance (1923-1969), and after its closure. As such, the challenge presented in
reviewing proposals for new fencing is, in part, one of determining what era the landscape should
appropriately represent. Given the generally reversible nature of fencing, the approach encouraged by
the Design Guidelines in the excerpt above, and taken by staff, is to allow interior side- and rear yard
fences that are higher and less transparent than fences in these locations would have been historically,
so long as their materials and designs are in keeping with the architectural palettes of their districts and
complimentary to the main residence on the property.

Within recent years, vinyl privacy fences have become commercially available with matte finishes and
faux woodgrain texture. Because traditionally vinyl privacy fences have predominantly been available with
a stark white, glossy finish, some property owners have inquired as to whether this change in finish can
allow the vinyl material to more appropriately blend in with historic surroundings that include wooden
privacy fences. As with other proposals that introduce new, non-historic materials, staff finds these
applications to be appropriate questions for review by the Commission, particularly in areas of such high
visibility as the street side yard fencing considered in this case. Staff retains concerns about this proposal's
introduction of a visible and unbroken expanse of vinyl into the district even if the material's a-historic
nature is slightly mitigated by a matte, woodgrain texture.
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Figure 3: Textured fence image from manufacturer's website

General Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness and Staff Findings

1. The effect of the proposed work on the landmark or the property upon which such work is
to be done.

Inconsistent St. Petersburg's Design Guidelines for Historic Properties re commend avoiding
contemporary fencing materials such as vinyl. The proposal would create a span
of fencing approximately 55 feet long facing the street side, approximately 2
feet from the sidewalk along 29th St. N. Although set back from the front street
and sidewalk, the side fences of roughly 17 feet (west side) and 10 feet (east
side) would also be visible from 8th Ave. N. From the rear alley, the fences
extending from the garage to the side property lines would be visible, with
lengths of approximately 13 feet (west side) and 12 feet (east side).

As shown below, the fenced area is proposed to begin behind a bay window
near the rear of the street side elevation. This leaves much of the subject
property's side elevation, including significant architectural features such as the
projecting bay window and masonry chimney stack, visible from elsewhere in
the district.
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Figure 4: Application image of proposed fencing, highlighted in blue (fence) and green (gates) by staff

2. The relationship between such work and other structures on the landmark site or other
property in the historic district.

Inconsistent The proposed fence would not directly impact other structures in the subject
district. However, the urban landscape's prioritization of pedestrian
connections and limiting garage access to rear alleys has been determined to
be a main character-defining feature of the district. As such, the proposed
expanse of vinyl as an inappropriate material beside the 29th St. N. sidewalk will
negatively impact the pedestrian experience, and, therefore, an important
aspect of the district.

3. The extent to which the historic, architectural, or archaeological significance, architectural
style, design, arrangement, texture and materials of the local landmark or the property
will be affected.

Inconsistent Vinyl is not a compatible material with the subject district. The applicant notes
that the residence at the subject property has been clad in white vinyl siding.
City permit records indicate that the vinyl siding was introduced in 1983,
meaning that this non-historic material has not gained significance.

Even within the most intact historic districts, non-historic alterations (such as
the application of vinyl siding) can be found fairly commonly among
contributing resources. This alteration represents a degree of lost historic
integrity, but the subject property conveys its historic significance nonetheless
and was therefore listed as a contributing property when the subject district
was designated to the St. Petersburg Register of Historic Places.
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At the heart of the COA process is the goal of retaining historic integrity where
it exists, and ideally restoring it when possible. Although historic designation
does not create the requirement that non-historic alterations be reversed
(meaning, in this case, that the property owners are free to keep and maintain
the existing vinyl siding), staff finds the proposal to increase this non-historic
material's presence by adding a "matching" vinyl fence to be inappropriate.

Several types of fencing observed within the subject district are shown below.

Figure 5: Glossy white vinyl and wooden 6-foot
privacy fences at street-side yards along 30th St. N.

Figure 6: Lower (3-to 4-foot) vinyl fencing with
decorative design and higher transparency at front
and street side yard of property in subject district

Figure 7: Wooden 6-foot privacy fence featuring
ample setback from sidewalk at street side yard

Figure 8: Glossy vinyl 6-foot privacy fence with
placement relative to residence as proposed

4. Whether the denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness would deprive the property owner
of reasonable beneficial use of his or her property.

Inconsistent Wooden privacy fences are routinely permitted in historic districts. Wood
fencing has a lower cost of materials and installation, although it may require
maintenance over time. Vinyl fencing is susceptible to mold and algae staining.
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Figure 9: Deteriorated and stained vinyl within subject district.

5. Whether the plans may be reasonably carried out by the applicant.

Consistent There is no indication that the applicant cannot carry out the proposal.

6. A COA for a noncontributing structure in a historic district shall be reviewed to determine
whether the proposed work would negatively impact a contributing structure or the
historic integrity of the district. Approval of a COA shall include any conditions necessary
to mitigate or eliminate negative impacts.

Not
applicable

The subject property is a contributing property.

Additional Guidelines for Alterations

1. A local landmark should be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and
environment.

Consistent The subject property is, and will continue to be, a single-family residence.

2. The distinguishing historic qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall be preserved. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural features shall be avoided when reasonable.

Consistent The proposed fence will minimally impact the residence or contributing,
detached garage themselves. It will further be removable in the future.

Additionally, staff notes that the proposed location of the fence within the side
setback, placed well behind the residence's façade line, leaves more of the
house's distinguishing characteristics visible than Zoning would require. This
does somewhat mitigate the negative impact of the material, and allow some
openness to be retained along the corner of 8th Ave. N. and 29th St. N.
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3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
architectural elements from other buildings without sufficient documentary evidence,
shall not be undertaken.

Not
applicable

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right shall be retained and preserved, as appropriate.

Not
applicable

5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship
that characterize a property shall be preserved.

Inconsistent As noted above, the subject district was likely much more open during its
period of construction. Fencing was much less common and, where present,
would have been 3 feet to 4 feet in height. Wooden fences were generally
recommended to have about 50 percent transparency.

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, texture, and other visual qualities and, where reasonable, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.

Not
applicable

No historic fencing is present.

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible.

Not
applicable

No harsh treatments have been proposed or observed.

8. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and
preserved if designated pursuant to this section. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures shall be undertaken.

Not
applicable

The subject property is not located within a known archaeological sensitivity
area.

Summary of Findings

Staff evaluation yields a finding of the following criteria being met by the proposed project:

 General Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness: 1 of 5 relevant criteria met. The
proposal is incompatible with 4 criteria
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 Additional Guidelines for Alterations: 2 of 3 relevant criteria met.

Staff Recommendation and Conditions of Approval

Based on a determination of general consistency with Chapter 16, City Code of Ordinances, staff
recommends that the Community Planning and Preservation Commission deny the Certificate of
Appropriateness request for the alteration of the property at 2905 8th Ave. N.



Appendix A:

Application No. 20-90200096 and Submittals















HAVEN SERIES $$$

White Sand Khaki Cypress

Driftwood

Colors Available
Click to view color samples

Best

6" GlideLock® 'Haven' Boards

5" x 5" Posts

2" x 7" Decorative Rails

Also 2" x 6" Decorative Rails with

aluminum insert

6' Width Panels

4', 5', 6', 8' Heights Available

HOME SERIES $$$

White Sand Khaki Cypress

Colors Available
Click to view color samples

Better

6" GlideLock® 'Home' Boards

Dogwood

Please click on the images below to enlarge

Please click on the images below to enlarge

LIVE CHAT

Page 1 of 2Vinyl Fencing | Privacy Fence | Dogwood | ActiveYards

11/16/2020https://www.activeyards.com/solutions/privacy/dogwood



5" x 5" Posts

1¾" x 7" Rails

8' Width Panels

6' Height Available

HARBOR SERIES $$$

White Sand Khaki Cypress

Colors Available
Click to view color samples

Basic
6" Standard Tongue & Groove Boards

5" x 5" Posts

1¾" x 5½" Rails

6', 8' Width Panels

6' Height Available

Please click on the images below to enlarge

LIVE CHAT

Page 2 of 2Vinyl Fencing | Privacy Fence | Dogwood | ActiveYards

11/16/2020https://www.activeyards.com/solutions/privacy/dogwood
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Maps of Subject Property
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	REQUEST: 
	Review of a Certificate of Appropriateness for the installation of a
fence at 2905 8th Ave. N., a contributing property to the Kenwood
Section – Northwest Kenwood Local Historic District

	OWNERS: PARCEL ID NO.: ADDRESS: 
	LEGAL DESCRIPTION: ZONING: 
	Historic Significance

	Jonathan J. Gardner
14-31-16-46332-002-0140
2905 8th Ave. N.

	KENWOOD SUB BLK 2, LOT 14
NT-2

	The Craftsman-influenced bungalow at 2905 8th Ave. N. (“the subject property”) was permitted for
construction in 1926 by H.C. Rutledge.

	The subject property is a contributing property to both the Kenwood Section – Northwest Kenwood Local
Historic District (18-90300008) and the Kenwood National Register Historic District (Florida Master Site
File No. 8PI07552).

	Although fences at residential properties which satisfy Zoning requirements do not require building
permits, such proposals require Certificates of Appropriateness and are addressed by St. Petersburg's
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.

	Project Description and Review

	Project Description

	The application (Appendix A) proposes a six-foot tall white vinyl privacy fence as shown in Figure 1.

	 The fence is proposed to be constructed of white vinyl with a glossy finish, though the applicant
has indicated that a matte "wood-grain" finish may be considered upon recommendation by the
Commission.

	 The fence is proposed to be constructed of white vinyl with a glossy finish, though the applicant
has indicated that a matte "wood-grain" finish may be considered upon recommendation by the
Commission.

	 Gates will be installed at the west (left) side, along the east (right) street side, and to the west of
the garage, facing the alley.

	 As required by Zoning code, the fence will be set two feet from the sidewalk along the street side,
adjacent to 29th St. N.

	 The fence will be affixed to the side elevations of both the primary residence and the detached
garage, to enclose the space between them;

	 The side setback of the proposed fence will not align with the building's façade but begin behind
a bay window near the rear of the property, leaving approximately 75% of the residence's street
side elevation visible.
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	Figure
	Figure 1: Site plan of proposed fence (shown in blue) provided in application.

	Fences in local historic districts are suggested to reference historic buildings in the district in their design,
materials, and construction by St. Petersburg's Design Guidelines for Historic Preservation:

	In studying old postcards and photographs, it quickly becomes apparent that fencing was not prominent
in St. Petersburg, especially privacy style fencing…Because fencing was not a common practice, great
thought should be given to adding fencing. Alternatives such as landscaping may be a better solution.
Fencing and walls should match the style of the house they surround. This should include architectural
style, materials, and finish color. The scale of the fence should also relate to the house. Three-foot and
four-foot fences are more appropriate than six-foot fencing. Typically, fencing made of materials not
developed until after the period of significance of the building or district are not compatible.1

	Because the Kenwood Section – Northwest Kenwood Local Historic District was designated as such in April
of 2019 and therefore not guided by the COA process prior to that designation, a number of its
contributing resources exhibit alterations that would not be recommended by the Design Guidelines for
Historic Properties or granted a COA if proposed after the designation was put into effect. This includes
several vinyl privacy fences in the vicinity of the subject property. Nonetheless, the current proposal must
be evaluated through the lens of the Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness.
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	During the subject district's earliest development during the 1920s, it appears that fencing individual lots
was less desirable than the sense of openness that was achieved without them. This concept may contrast
with contemporary standards of privacy. However, planned streetcar suburbs of this era, such as the
Kenwood area, were envisioned as communities that would be free from the dangers of the cramped,
unhygienic, and fire-prone cities of the late-nineteenth century while offering a sense of order and easy
access to the amenities of downtown that a rural setting would lack.

	Figure
	Figure 2:Undated colorized photograph of residential section of downtown St. Petersburg showing tidy,
unfenced yards during historic era.

	Owners' tastes in residential fences, like other landscape elements, have evolved both within the subject
district's period of significance (1923-1969), and after its closure. As such, the challenge presented in
reviewing proposals for new fencing is, in part, one of determining what era the landscape should
appropriately represent. Given the generally reversible nature of fencing, the approach encouraged by
the Design Guidelines in the excerpt above, and taken by staff, is to allow interior side- and rear yard
fences that are higher and less transparent than fences in these locations would have been historically,
so long as their materials and designs are in keeping with the architectural palettes of their districts and
complimentary to the main residence on the property.

	Within recent years, vinyl privacy fences have become commercially available with matte finishes and
faux woodgrain texture. Because traditionally vinyl privacy fences have predominantly been available with
a stark white, glossy finish, some property owners have inquired as to whether this change in finish can
allow the vinyl material to more appropriately blend in with historic surroundings that include wooden
privacy fences. As with other proposals that introduce new, non-historic materials, staff finds these
applications to be appropriate questions for review by the Commission, particularly in areas of such high
visibility as the street side yard fencing considered in this case. Staff retains concerns about this proposal's
introduction of a visible and unbroken expanse of vinyl into the district even if the material's a-historic
nature is slightly mitigated by a matte, woodgrain texture.
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	Figure
	Figure 3: Textured fence image from manufacturer's website

	General Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness and Staff Findings

	1. The effect of the proposed work on the landmark or the property upon which such work is

	1. The effect of the proposed work on the landmark or the property upon which such work is


	to be done.

	Inconsistent 
	St. Petersburg's Design Guidelines for Historic Properties re commend avoiding
contemporary fencing materials such as vinyl. The proposal would create a span
of fencing approximately 55 feet long facing the street side, approximately 2
feet from the sidewalk along 29th St. N. Although set back from the front street
and sidewalk, the side fences of roughly 17 feet (west side) and 10 feet (east
side) would also be visible from 8th Ave. N. From the rear alley, the fences
extending from the garage to the side property lines would be visible, with
lengths of approximately 13 feet (west side) and 12 feet (east side).
As shown below, the fenced area is proposed to begin behind a bay window
near the rear of the street side elevation. This leaves much of the subject
property's side elevation, including significant architectural features such as the
projecting bay window and masonry chimney stack, visible from elsewhere in
the district.
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	Figure
	Figure 4: Application image of proposed fencing, highlighted in blue (fence) and green (gates) by staff

	2. The relationship between such work and other structures on the landmark site or other
property in the historic district.

	2. The relationship between such work and other structures on the landmark site or other
property in the historic district.


	Inconsistent 
	The proposed fence would not directly impact other structures in the subject
district. However, the urban landscape's prioritization of pedestrian
connections and limiting garage access to rear alleys has been determined to
be a main character-defining feature of the district. As such, the proposed
expanse of vinyl as an inappropriate material beside the 29th St. N. sidewalk will
negatively impact the pedestrian experience, and, therefore, an important
aspect of the district.

	3. The extent to which the historic, architectural, or archaeological significance, architectural

	3. The extent to which the historic, architectural, or archaeological significance, architectural


	style, design, arrangement, texture and materials of the local landmark or the property
will be affected.

	Inconsistent 
	Vinyl is not a compatible material with the subject district. The applicant notes
that the residence at the subject property has been clad in white vinyl siding.
City permit records indicate that the vinyl siding was introduced in 1983,
meaning that this non-historic material has not gained significance.

	Even within the most intact historic districts, non-historic alterations (such as
the application of vinyl siding) can be found fairly commonly among
contributing resources. This alteration represents a degree of lost historic
integrity, but the subject property conveys its historic significance nonetheless
and was therefore listed as a contributing property when the subject district
was designated to the St. Petersburg Register of Historic Places.
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	At the heart of the COA process is the goal of retaining historic integrity where
it exists, and ideally restoring it when possible. Although historic designation
does not create the requirement that non-historic alterations be reversed
(meaning, in this case, that the property owners are free to keep and maintain
the existing vinyl siding), staff finds the proposal to increase this non-historic
material's presence by adding a "matching" vinyl fence to be inappropriate.
Several types of fencing observed within the subject district are shown below.

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 5: Glossy white vinyl and wooden 6-foot
privacy fences at street-side yards along 30th St. N.

	Figure 6: Lower (3-to 4-foot) vinyl fencing with
decorative design and higher transparency at front
and street side yard of property in subject district

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 7: Wooden 6-foot privacy fence featuring
ample setback from sidewalk at street side yard

	Figure 8: Glossy vinyl 6-foot privacy fence with
placement relative to residence as proposed

	4. Whether the denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness would deprive the property owner
of reasonable beneficial use of his or her property.

	4. Whether the denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness would deprive the property owner
of reasonable beneficial use of his or her property.


	Inconsistent 
	Wooden privacy fences are routinely permitted in historic districts. Wood
fencing has a lower cost of materials and installation, although it may require
maintenance over time. Vinyl fencing is susceptible to mold and algae staining.
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	Figure
	Figure 9: Deteriorated and stained vinyl within subject district.

	5. Whether the plans may be reasonably carried out by the applicant.

	5. Whether the plans may be reasonably carried out by the applicant.


	Consistent 
	There is no indication that the applicant cannot carry out the proposal.

	6. A COA for a noncontributing structure in a historic district shall be reviewed to determine
whether the proposed work would negatively impact a contributing structure or the
historic integrity of the district. Approval of a COA shall include any conditions necessary
to mitigate or eliminate negative impacts.

	6. A COA for a noncontributing structure in a historic district shall be reviewed to determine
whether the proposed work would negatively impact a contributing structure or the
historic integrity of the district. Approval of a COA shall include any conditions necessary
to mitigate or eliminate negative impacts.


	Not
applicable

	The subject property is a contributing property.

	Additional Guidelines for Alterations

	1. A local landmark should be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and

	1. A local landmark should be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and


	environment.

	Consistent 
	The subject property is, and will continue to be, a single-family residence.

	2. The distinguishing historic qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall be preserved. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural features shall be avoided when reasonable.

	2. The distinguishing historic qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall be preserved. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural features shall be avoided when reasonable.


	Consistent 
	The proposed fence will minimally impact the residence or contributing,
detached garage themselves. It will further be removable in the future.
Additionally, staff notes that the proposed location of the fence within the side
setback, placed well behind the residence's façade line, leaves more of the
house's distinguishing characteristics visible than Zoning would require. This
does somewhat mitigate the negative impact of the material, and allow some
openness to be retained along the corner of 8th Ave. N. and 29th St. N.
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	3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
architectural elements from other buildings without sufficient documentary evidence,
shall not be undertaken.

	3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
architectural elements from other buildings without sufficient documentary evidence,
shall not be undertaken.


	Not
applicable

	4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right shall be retained and preserved, as appropriate.

	4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right shall be retained and preserved, as appropriate.


	Not
applicable

	5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship
that characterize a property shall be preserved.

	5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship
that characterize a property shall be preserved.


	Inconsistent 
	As noted above, the subject district was likely much more open during its
period of construction. Fencing was much less common and, where present,
would have been 3 feet to 4 feet in height. Wooden fences were generally
recommended to have about 50 percent transparency.

	6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, texture, and other visual qualities and, where reasonable, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.

	6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, texture, and other visual qualities and, where reasonable, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.


	Not
applicable

	No historic fencing is present.

	7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible.

	7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible.


	Not
applicable

	No harsh treatments have been proposed or observed.

	8. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and
preserved if designated pursuant to this section. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures shall be undertaken.

	8. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and
preserved if designated pursuant to this section. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures shall be undertaken.


	Not
applicable

	The subject property is not located within a known archaeological sensitivity
area.

	Summary of Findings

	Staff evaluation yields a finding of the following criteria being met by the proposed project:

	 General Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness: 1 of 5 relevant criteria met. The
proposal is incompatible with 4 criteria
	 General Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness: 1 of 5 relevant criteria met. The
proposal is incompatible with 4 criteria
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	 Additional Guidelines for Alterations: 2 of 3 relevant criteria met.

	 Additional Guidelines for Alterations: 2 of 3 relevant criteria met.


	Staff Recommendation and Conditions of Approval

	Based on a determination of general consistency with Chapter 16, City Code of Ordinances, staff

	recommends that the Community Planning and Preservation Commission deny the Certificate of
Appropriateness request for the alteration of the property at 2905 8th Ave. N.
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